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For your camps to be the best week ever for the kids, you want your leaders to 
be completely prepared and organised.  Each teacher needs to know exactly 
what they are going to be teaching each group, their choreography, songs, 
drama games and activities.  Sometimes it can be difficult for leaders who have 
not done a huge amount of teaching before to know how age appropriate 
content will be.  This is only one area of where a manual is priceless.    
 
The general structure for leaders at your camp, once you have things up and 
running will be as follows: You’ll have a Team Leader, who will not be teaching 
during the course of the week, whose job it is to ensure everything runs perfectly 
smoothly and to step in when required to help the leaders.  They liaise with the 
parents, ensure all the leaders are on track for the performance showcase, 
make sure the venue is clean and tidy and generally look after everyone.  
They’re the ones who step in if there is a behavioual problem, they look after the 
leaders.  Then you will have a leader for each of the fields; singing, drama, 
dance, sport and games.  Of course this will depend on the number of children 
attending.  You will sometimes have just a singing, acting and dance teacher if 
you have a smaller number of children and they all get together to do sport and 
games.   
 
When you have a look in the leader manual in the templates section, you might 
notice that there is a word that makes more than a few appearances.  That 
word is FUN!  Fun needs to absolutely be the focus of everything you do.  Right 
from when the kids walk in the front door in the morning, there should be funky 
music playing, games running that they can join in to straight away and in 
general a bit of a party atmosphere. In the manual are examples of games for 
each age group, suggested songs and drama activities and hints on how to 
teach each subject.  Which are really important as not everyone knows how to 
teach a subject.  For example singing, a lot of people are wonderful singers, but 
trying to teach a song can be quite a tricky skill.  So I’ve outlined exactly how to 
do this.  I’ve also put in links to websites with great game ideas that are really 
handy that you can just go to and print off to have there as back up.   
 
Using our favourite word of leverage, when it comes to training your leaders 
make it easy on yourself.  You would always interview prospective leaders 
personally and check at least one reference.  When you have multiple venues 
running, you will be organising 20+ staff.  This is when you need to delegate.   
 
Empower your team leaders to train the staff you have chosen, they’re going to 
take a lot of that work load off you.  You pay the team leaders more for the 
longer hours and added responsibility, and this is a requisite of the role.  For 
your empire to expand, it’s important that your core values that you established 
this business with remain consistent across all camps.  Drill home with all your 
leaders exactly what is required, what you determine, the atmosphere you want 
to create, the feeling you want the kids to have at the end of the week, your 
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values on dealing with behaviour issues.  This is your business. Consistency 
across all venues is key to your success and a leader manual really does help to 
communicate this.    
 
When a leader has been working with you for perhaps two camps and you have 
found that they are always organised and pleasant to deal with, the kids adore 
them, you would promote them to be an assistant team leader, learning on the 
job.  This way they learn how to run the camp under the current team leader, so 
that next holidays, when you want to open another venue, you have someone 
ready to go into the new position.  The team leaders are then responsible for 
finding a time to get together with their team before the camp and to run 
through the leader manual that you have written (or that I have written for you 
and that you have just simply copied and pasted your logo on). Perhaps the 
week before the camp, they all catch up for a coffee and talk about how they 
are going to make this camp fun!   
 
The singing, acting and dancing leaders will put forward suggestions for what 
they are going to teach as well as song choices for approval, in the case of 
singing and dance, to make sure that the lyrics and content is appropriate for 
the age level.  This is really, really important.  Have the team leaders email you 
the song choices to make sure that you are 100% ok with their decision.  I have, 
on a few occasions had to overrule the song choices as they were just too 
mature in content for the kids.  The last thing you want is parents calling up 
questioning the song their child came home singing.  Every piece needs to be 
appropriate for the youngest members of the camp to hear.  Use your common 
sense, and remember, what you say goes.  Even though the song might be 
really cool and popular now, it’s your business and your reputation on the line. 
Of course, use popular music, but your gut instinct will tell you whether a song is 
one you would be proud to have play in your showcase. 


